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Currently, research on road traffic safety is mostly focused on traffic safety evaluations based on statistical indices for accidents.
-ere is still a need for in-depth investigation on preaccident identification of safety risks. In this study, the correlations between
high-incidence locations for aberrant driving behaviors and locations of road traffic accidents are analyzed based on vehicle OBD
data. A road traffic safety risk estimation index system with road traffic safety entropy (RTSE) as the primary index and rapid
acceleration frequency, rapid deceleration frequency, rapid turning frequency, speeding frequency, and high-speed neutral
coasting frequency as secondary indices is established. A calculation method of RTSE is proposed based on an improved entropy
weight method. -is method involves three aspects, namely, optimization of the base of the logarithm, processing of zero-value
secondary indices, and piecewise calculation of the weight of each index. Additionally, a safety risk level determination method
based on two-step clustering (density and k-means clustering) is also proposed, which prevents isolated data points from affecting
safety risk classification. A risk classification threshold calculation method is formulated based on k-mean clustering. -e results
show that high-incidence locations for aberrant driving behaviors are consistent with the locations of traffic accidents. -e
proposed methods are validated through a case study on four roads in Chongqing with a total length of approximately 38 km.-e
results show that the road traffic safety trends characterized by road safety entropy and traffic accidents are consistent.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of urban road traffic sys-
tems, traffic accidents have become a serious social
problem that poses a grave threat to the safety of human
lives and property. In the period from 2011 to 2017, the
number of traffic accident casualties in China decreased
each year but was still very high. On average, approxi-
mately 60,000 people died from traffic accidents each
year. Research has shown that more than 95% of traffic
accidents are caused by driver cognitive and behavior
decision errors [1]. -erefore, studying road traffic ac-
cidents and safety risks from a driving behavior per-
spective can effectively support prevention and early
warning for traffic accidents and improve road passing
efficiencies and service levels.

Currently, road traffic safety risk is extensively studied. In
general, the relevant research can be divided into three cat-
egories, including research that evaluates road traffic safety
based on statistical indices for traffic accidents utilizing
methods such as Bayesian networks (BNs) and accident rate
methods; research that establishes an evaluation index system
considering the different characteristics of people, vehicles,
roads, and environment and evaluates road traffic safety using
methods like analytic hierarchy processes (AHPs) and fuzzy
evaluation; and research that evaluates road traffic safety
based on driving behavior and traffic accident data.

Regarding the evaluation of road traffic safety based on
statistical indices for traffic accidents, by analyzing methods
for identifying accident-prone locations in China and else-
where, Fang et al. proposed a level-based identification al-
gorithm applicable to road traffic in China and a new
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microevaluation method (the cumulative frequency curve
method) for identifying accident-prone locations [2]. Xin
comprehensively evaluated the road traffic safety state using
the entropy weight-technique for order preference by simi-
larity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) method based on five
evaluation indices, namely, the number of traffic accident
deaths, average number of deaths per accident, fatality rate,
number of deaths per 10,000 vehicles, and number of deaths
per 100,000 people [3]. Mbakwe et al. evaluated national
highway traffic safety using the Delphi technique in con-
junction with a BN model based on highway traffic accident
data [4]. Mohan et al. and Wang et al. studied urban traffic
safety evaluation methods based on accident rates [5, 6].
Sandhu et al. evaluated road traffic accident black spots using
the kernel density estimation method based on road traffic
accident data [7]. Dang et al. established a regional road traffic
safety evaluation index system bymultiple correlation analysis
of traffic accident data [8]; similarly, these researchers eval-
uated urban road traffic safety based on accident rates. Wang
et al. and Elvik et al. evaluated urban road traffic safety using
BNs based on traffic accident data [9, 10]. From a traffic
management perspective, Eusofe et al. and Gomes et al.
evaluated road traffic safety based on traffic accident data
[11, 12]. Zhang et al. established an equivalent accident
frequency model based on the absolute accident frequency,
accident consequences, and impact on traffic [13]; addi-
tionally, these researchers used this model in a combined
location safety evaluation method for urban expressways.

Regarding establishment of road traffic safety evaluation
indices based on the different characteristics of people,
vehicles, road, and environment, Wang et al. used an eight-
degree-of-freedom driving simulator to replicate the full
range of combined alignments used on a mountainous
freeway in China [14]; additionally, multiple linear regres-
sion models were developed to estimate the effects of the
combined alignments on the lateral acceleration. Li et al.
examined the effects of subjective and objective safety in-
dices on road safety and analyzed the relationships between
an objective safety index, which comprises road linearity,
pavement, traffic facilities, and natural environment and
road safety [15]. Sun et al. evaluated the traffic safety state of
interwoven areas using indices such as the number of traffic
conflicts, traffic count, and the length of the interwoven area
[16]. Niu et al. evaluated the road traffic safety state using
two indices, namely, the road conditions and traffic acci-
dents [17]. Cheng et al. evaluated road traffic safety with road
conditions as evaluation index [18]. Luo et al. established an
urban traffic safety state evaluation model using a fuzzy
algorithm with people, vehicles, roads, and environment as
evaluation indices [19]. Li created a multilevel safety eval-
uation index system based on expressway linearity and
established a comprehensive linear safety evaluation model
for expressways based on the extension theory; additionally,
Li determined the weights of indices using the entropy
weight method and classified safety levels [20].

Regarding research on road traffic safety risks based on
driving behavior, traffic flow, and traffic accident data, Gao
et al. studied and analyzed a road traffic accident risk pre-
diction model for the technical environment of continuous

urban traffic observation and dynamic control (continuous
data environment for short) based on logistic regression and
random forests [21]. Chen et al. proposed a new hotspot
identification method based on quantitative risk assessment
and used this method to identify potential accident-prone
locations on highways [22]. Yu et al. proposed a hybrid latent
class analysis modeling approach to consider the heteroge-
neous effects of geometric features in accident risk analysis;
additionally, these researchers established traffic accident risk
analysis models using a Bayesian random parameter logistic
regression algorithm [23]. Sun and Sun conducted modeling
analysis on the real-time traffic flow parameters of express-
ways in Shanghai and the accident risk based on coil detector
and accident data in combination with a BN model [24]. Xu
and Shao established a dynamic whole-vehicle model for a
certain microvehicle and a road model using the multibody
dynamic software Automated Dynamic Analysis of Me-
chanical Systems (ADAMS); subsequently, these researchers
used the models to conduct virtual simulations to quantita-
tively analyze the effects of driver behaviors on brake safety
[25]. Based on driving behavior data, Min determined the
road traffic safety state using an AHP and a comprehensive
fuzzy evaluation method [26]. Li et al. and Qu et al. for-
mulated road traffic safety evaluationmethods based on traffic
accident and driving behavior data [27, 28].

As mentioned above, the relevant research on road
traffic safety evaluation has accumulated rich results but is
still deficient to a certain extent due to the different
evaluation methods and data involved. (1) -e evaluation
based on statistical indices for traffic accidents is performed
after the occurrence of traffic accidents. It does not consider
the fundamental causes of traffic accidents, including the
aberrant driving behaviors, road, weather, and traffic
conditions. -erefore, it is important to estimate road
traffic safety risk in advance for accidents prevention;
however, existing research is insufficient for preassessment
of road traffic safety risk. (2) -e research that establishes
an evaluation index system considering the different
characteristics of people, vehicles, roads, and environment
is short of intermediate feature data for describing driving
behaviors; thus, it is difficult to accurately predict road
traffic safety risk. (3) Driving behavior data provides
support for exploring the intrinsic causes of accidents;
unfortunately, up to now most researches employ a small
amount of driving behavior data which covers a few be-
havior patterns. As a result, it is difficult to depict traffic
safety risk under various road conditions when driving
behavior data is inadequate.

Hence, based mainly on onboard diagnostic (OBD)
driving behavior data and the information entropy theory,
this study establishes an urban road traffic safety risk
evaluation index system and a relevant calculation method,
investigates a traffic safety risk estimation method, and
classifies road traffic safety risks.

2. Data Preprocessing

2.1. Brief Introduction to Vehicle OBD Data. In the main
urban area of Chongqing, there are approximately 100,000
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private vehicles with OBD devices installed. An OBD device
updates and records 13 types of vehicle data (including
global positioning system (GPS), driving behavior, and se-
curity alarm data) every 2–10 s. Based on a preliminary
analysis of original data, two types of vehicle data, namely,
GPS and driving behavior data, are primarily used in this
study for analysis. Vehicle GPS data consist of 27 fields,
including data type, vehicle identification number (ID),
time, longitude, latitude, and speed. Driving behavior data
consist of four fields, namely, data type, vehicle ID, time, and
driving behavior type. Because an OBD device transmits
data independently based on the type of data, it is necessary
to match a vehicle’s GPS and driving behavior data to obtain
driving behavior and relevant information.

2.2. Driving Behavior and GPS DataMatching. Based on the
vehicle ID and time fields in the GPS and driving behavior
data collected by the OBD device onboard a vehicle, the
vehicle’s GPS and driving behavior data are matched to
obtain aberrant driving behavior and relevant longitude and
latitude information. Table 1 summarizes the driving be-
havior data obtained after data matching.

2.3. Classification of Road Sections. Vehicle driving behav-
iors are, to a relatively large extent, affected by road con-
ditions. To accurately evaluate road traffic safety risk under
different road conditions based on aberrant driving be-
haviors, road sections are classified into eight categories,
according to three characteristic parameters (the slope
gradient, radii of turns, and presence of openings). -e
classification standard of road sections is shown in Table 2.

3. Establishment of a Road Traffic Safety Risk
Evaluation Index System Based on Aberrant
Driving Behaviors

3.1. Correlation Analysis of Aberrant Driving Behaviors and
Traffic Accidents. In actual traffic, aberrant vehicle driving
behaviors, such as rapid acceleration, rapid deceleration, and
rapid turning, can easily occur as a result of road, climate,
and traffic conditions. When a vehicle exhibits an aberrant
driving behavior, this behavior alone may result in an ac-
cident or may have a relatively significant impact on the
surrounding vehicles, causing a multivehicle traffic accident.
-erefore, there may be a relatively high probability of traffic
accidents at high-incidence locations for aberrant driving
behaviors.

To verify the above inference, a case study of Xuefu
Avenue in Chongqing (sections between Si Gongli and Liu
Gongli) was performed. Based on the aberrant driving be-
havior data of 8,486 vehicles in a 6-consecutive-day period
(231 rapid acceleration data items, 416 rapid deceleration
data items, 99 rapid turning data items, 12 speeding data
items, and 87 high-speed neutral coasting data items), an
aberrant driving behavior distribution heat map was pro-
duced using ArcGIS, as shown in Figure 1(a). Additionally,
1-month traffic accident data (23 accidents) for Xuefu
Avenue were obtained from Chongqing municipal traffic

management authorities. Figure 1(b) shows the location of
each accident. As demonstrated in Figure 1, spatially, the
locations of traffic accidents agreed well with the sections
with high incidence of aberrant driving behaviors.

Additionally, 6-day aberrant driving behavior data
(10,715 aberrant driving behavior data items for 42,558
vehicles) and traffic accident data in a month (302 traffic
accidents) for two other roads, including Longteng Avenue
and Shi Xiaolu Avenue, were gathered and processed. A
matching analysis of these data, similar to that shown in
Figure 1, was performed in Figures 2 and 3.

Accidents number and aberrant driving behavior fre-
quency of each road section on the three avenues mentioned
above were calculated, and their distribution curves were as
shown in Figure 4.

Results show that, in most cases for the three avenues,
when aberrant driving behavior frequency rises, accidents
number increases, which infers that trends of aberrant
driving behavior frequency and accident frequency are
basically consistent with each other. -ere may be a few
exceptions, where drivers can perceive a potential high safety
risk and take corresponding precautions to avoid accidents
as field survey implies. Nevertheless, aberrant driving be-
havior data can represent the risk of road traffic safety in
general.

3.2. Selection of Road Traffic Safety Risk Evaluation Indices.
For any road sections, the lower the aberrant driving be-
havior frequencies are, the more orderly the traffic flow is
and the lower the probability of traffic accidents is, and vice
versa. -is phenomenon is very similar to the disorderliness
of a system described by information entropy. In 1865,
German physicist Rudolf Clausius proposed the concept of
entropy. In 1948, Shannon quantified entropy to reflect the
orderliness of a system [29]. -e more orderly a system is,
the lower the information entropy of the system is, and vice
versa.

-erefore, a road traffic safety risk evaluation index
system is established with the road traffic safety entropy
(RTSE) as the primary index and the frequencies of various
aberrant driving behaviors affecting the road traffic safety as
the secondary indices (Table 3).

4. RTSE Calculation Method Based on an
Improved Entropy Weight Method

4.1. Calculation Process for RTSE. Overall, the RTSE cal-
culation method involves two steps, namely, calculating the
values of the secondary evaluation indices and calculating
the weights of the secondary indices and the value of RTSE.

-e value of a secondary index (aberrant driving be-
havior frequency), Pk

ij, is calculated as follows:

P
k
ij �

Ak
ij

Zk
ij

, (1)

where i is the sections number, k is the time, j is the index
number, Ak

ij is the aberrant driving behavior frequency for
the road sections i corresponding to the index j within time
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Table 1: Samples of driving behavior data.

Vehicle ID Time Direction angle Speed Altitude Latitude Longitude Driving behavior type
fdc14ca4. . .bb4b130 2018/5/16 07:37:20 306 28 72 29.622507 106.522736 Rapid acceleration
fdc14ca4. . .bb4b130 2018/5/16 07:37:30 313 26 70 29.622723 106.52349 Rapid deceleration
fdc14ca4. . .bb4b130 2018/5/16 07:38:00 337 0 69 29.622875 106.52382 Rapid turning

Table 2: Classifications of example road sections.

Road condition
Bend Straight line

With openings Without openings With openings Without openings
Flat Type I Type II Type III Type IV
Sloped Type V Type VI Type VII Type VIII

No. 7
No. 6 No. 5 No. 4

No. 3
No. 2

No. 1

0–3,334,441,556
3,334,441.557–6,668,883.111
6,668,883.112–10,003,324.67
10,003,324.68–13,337,766.22
13,337,766.23–16,672,207.78

16,672,207.79–20,006,649.33
20,006,649.34–23,341,090.89
23,341,090.90–26,675,532.44
26,675,532.45–30,009,974

N

(a)

No. 7
No. 6 No. 5 No. 4

No. 3
No. 2

No. 1

Accident location

N

(b)

Figure 1: Aberrant driving behaviors and traffic accidents on Xuefu Avenue.

No. 7

No. 6
No. 5

No. 4

No. 3No. 2

No. 1

0–18,500,481.78
18,500,481.79–37,000,963.56
37,000,963.57–55,501,445.33
55,501,445.34–74,001,927.11
74,001,927.12–92,502,408.89
92,502,408.90–111,002,890.7
111,002,890.8–129,503,372.4
129,503,372.5–148,003,854.2
148,003,854.3–166,504,336

N

(a)

Figure 2: Continued.
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No. 7

No. 6
No. 5

No. 4

No. 3
No. 2

No. 1

Accident location

N

(b)

Figure 2: Aberrant driving behavior and traffic accidents on Longteng Avenue.

No. 7

No. 6

No. 5

No. 4

No. 3

No. 2

0–7,048,190.222
7,048,190.233–14,096,380.44
14,096,380.45–21,144,570.67
21,144,570.68–28,192,760.89
28,192,760.9–35,240,951.11
35,240,951.12–42,289,141.33
42,289,141,34–49,337,331.56
49,337,331.57–56,385,521.78
56,385,521.79–63,433,712

No. 1

N

(a)

No. 7

No. 6

No. 5

No. 4

No. 3

No. 2

Accident location

N

No. 1

(b)

Figure 3: Aberrant driving behavior and traffic accidents on Shi Xiaolu Avenue.
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k, and Zk
ij is the number of OBD-equipped vehicles that

travel through the road sections i within time k.
Several methods are available for calculating the weight

of an index, including the entropy weight method, AHP,
and principal component analysis. -e entropy weight
method determines the weight of an index based on the
difference of the index from the other indices. -e more
significantly an index differs from other indices, the greater
the weight of the index is. -e entropy weight method is
relatively applicable to description of the effects of aberrant
driving behaviors on the road traffic safety risk level. For
example, for several road sections differing in traffic ac-
cident frequency, if there is a relatively significant change in
the frequency of a certain aberrant driving behavior and the
frequencies of other aberrant driving behaviors remain
basically unchanged, then the frequency of the aberrant
driving behavior in question results in a difference in the
accident frequency. -erefore, the aberrant driving be-
havior in question can be assigned a relatively large weight.
-e entropy weight method calculates the weight of an
index in the following process:

(1) Data standardization:

λk
ij �

Pk
ij − P0

P1 − P0
, (2)

where P0 � Min(P1
ij, P2

ij, . . . , P
q
ij) and P1 � Max(P1

ij,

P2
ij, . . . , P

q
ij).

(2) Calculation of the entropy value of the index hj:

hj � 

n

i�1


q

k�1
− λk

ij logaλ
k
ij, (3)

where n is the total number of road sections, q is the
number of time periods, and a, the base of the
logarithm, is set to 2.

(3) Calculation of the weight of the index wj:

wj �
1 − hj


m
j�1 1 − hj 

, (4)

where m is the total number of indices.
-e entropy weight method can objectively calculate the

weight of an index. However, when using this method in
practice, optimization and demonstration are required. For
example, setting the base a of the logarithm to an unsuitable
value may result in a negative weight. It is impossible to
calculate the entropy value of a zero-value index. Addi-
tionally, when the entropy values of all the indices are close
to 1, the difference between the indices may be greater.

4.2. Improvement of the Entropy Weight Method

4.2.1. Optimization of the Base of the Logarithm a. When
calculating the entropy value of an index, a used in the
original entropy weight method is set to 2. In certain studies,
a is set to 10 or the number of objects evaluated. -is as-
signment may lead to an unreasonable weight for the index.
-us, it is proposed that a be set to the number of secondary
evaluation indices. -e reason is discussed below.

-e information entropy proposed by Shannon pri-
marily solves communication problems. -ere are only two
basic computer storage units (binary), 0 and 1. When an
event may have two consequences, each of which has a
probability of 50%, the system results are the most random;
that is, the level of disorderliness is the highest. Under this
condition, the entropy value of the system is 1 when the
logarithm of a is 2. Based on (4), when calculating the
entropy values of indices, a needs to ensure that the max-
imum entropy is 1 and the weights of the indices are rea-
sonably allocated when the indices have the same probability
of occurrence.

Here, 2,000 groups of random numbers (including
data groups in which each index has a value of 0.2) are
generated under the following conditions: number of
indices, 5; sum of indices, 1. A plot is created with the
variance of each group of numbers as the x-axis and the
product of each group of numbers as the y-axis, as shown
in Figure 5. Evidently, the smaller the variance is, the
greater the product is. -e product reaches the maximum
value of 3.2 ×10− 4 at a variance of 0 (i.e., all the indices
have a value of 0.2).
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Figure 4: Distribution of frequencies of aberrant driving behaviors
and traffic accidents.

Table 3: Evaluation index system.

Primary evaluation
index Secondary evaluation index

Road traffic safety
entropy (RTSE)

Rapid acceleration frequency, rapid
deceleration frequency, rapid turning
frequency, speeding frequency, and

high-speed neutral coasting frequency
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-en, the entropy value of the system is calculated with a
of 2, 5, and 10 and the product of each group of data as the
input. -e relationship between the product of the indices
and the entropy value of the system is shown in Figure 6.

-e entropy value increases with the product of the
indices. -e entropy reaches the maximum value of 1 at a
product of indices of 3.2×10− 4 (i.e., all the indices have the
same probability of occurrence) and a of 5.-is result agrees
with the information entropy theory. -erefore, when cal-
culating the entropy value of an index, it is recommended
that a be equal to the number of evaluation indices.

4.2.2. Zero-Value Processing of Secondary Indices. -e
original entropy weight method is unable to calculate the
entropy value for zero-value data. -e available studies
mainly use two methods for processing zero-value data,
namely, by directly discarding the group of zero-value data
and adding an increment of 1 to the zero-value data. Here,
an alternative method for processing zero-value data is
proposed. When a certain evaluation index in a group has a
zero value, 0.00001 is added to each index in the group. -e
reason is discussed below.

-e aberrant driving behavior frequency varies rela-
tively significantly between different road conditions. For
upslope or long straight road sections, the probability of
high-speed neutral coasting is almost 0. -is result is an
objectively existent phenomenon. Discarding the group of
data in question leads to a deficient description of the
objective phenomenon. Adding an increment of 1 to all
the data accounts for this limitation. However, the slope of
the logarithmic function for calculating the entropy value
of an index continuously decreases as the value of the
independent variable increases. If an increment of 1 is
added to all the data, the difference in the entropy values
between the other nonzero-value indices decreases, which
relatively significantly affects the allocation of weights to
the indices. -erefore, when a secondary index has a value
of 0, it is recommended that a minor increment be added
to all the index data and that the addition of this incre-
ment have a nonsignificant impact on the difference be-
tween indices.

Here, an example is given.-ere is a group of five indices
with values of 0.23, 0.27, 0.21, 0.10, and 0.19. -e weight of
each index is calculated. -en, an increment ΔP ranging
from 0.00000001 to 1 is added to each index. Subsequently,
the change in the weight of each index is calculated. -e
relationship between the increment added to each index and
the change in its weight is shown in Figure 7.

As demonstrated in Figure 4, when the increment ΔP is
less than 0.00001, there is almost no change in the weight of
each index.-erefore, when a secondary index has a value of
0, an increment of 0.00001 could be uniformly added to this
group of data.

4.2.3. Weight Calculation Method. When the entropy values
of all the indices are close to 1 and have a very slight difference,
the weights calculated may differ multifold. -us, a piecewise
calculation method for the weights of the indices based on their
entropy value distribution is proposed, as shown in

wj
″ �

1 + h − hj 


m
j�1,hj ≠ 1 1 + h − hj  

, Case1,

1 − hj 


m
j�1 1 − hj  

, Case2,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(5)

where case 1 describes a situation where there is a relatively
small difference in the entropy values or indices and all
entropy values are distributed in the range of (0.8, 0.91) or
(0.95, 1); case 2 describes other situations.

When using (4) to calculate weights, if the entropy values
of all the indices are close to 1 and differ nonsignificantly,
then the weights calculated may differ multifold [30, 31].
Here, an example is given. Five indices are selected. Cor-
respondingly, a group of data is selected as the entropy
values for the indices. -e maximum difference between the
data in this group does not exceed 0.04. Additionally, the
data in this group vary in the range close to [0.6, 1]. -e
weight of each index is calculated using (4). Moreover, the
product of the weights of the indices is calculated. A plot is
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Figure 5: Relationship between the variance and product of data
groups.
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created with the values close to the entropy values of the
indices as the x-axis and the product of the weights of the
indices as the y-axis, as shown in Figure 8.

As mentioned previously, the product of a group of data
increases as its variance decreases. As demonstrated in
Figure 5, when the entropy values of all the indices are
distributed in the range of (0.8, 0.91) or (0.95, 1), the variance
of the weights of the indices is relatively large; that is, the
difference between the weights of the indices is relatively
large. Ouyang proposed an improved weight calculation
method [32], as shown in

wj
′ �

1 + h − hj


m
j�1,hj ≠ 1 1 + h − hj 

. (6)

In this study, the weights of the indices are calculated
using (6). -e relationship between the values close to the
entropy values of the indices and the product of the weights
of the indices is shown in Figure 8. -is method effectively
addresses the problem of the entropy values of the indices
differing nonsignificantly.

4.3. Calculation of RTSE. Based on the calculation of the
weights of aberrant driving behavior frequencies on various
types of road sections, the aberrant driving behavior fre-
quencies pij for any road section and the RTSE value SHi of
the section i are calculated. One has

pij � 

q

k�1

Pk
ij

q
, (7)

SHi � 
m

j�1
wj
″ × − pij logm pij , (8)

where the value of Pij is set to 0.00001 when Pij � 0.

4.4. Road Traffic Safety Risk Classification Based on
Cluster Analysis

4.4.1. Road Traffic Safety Risk Level Determination Based on
Two-Step Clustering. A high traffic safety risk does not

necessarily translate to a large number of traffic accidents.
-e RTSE values of different type sections are not absolutely
correlated with the number of traffic accidents.

Density-based spatial clustering of applications with
noise (DBSCAN) is able to identify data points distrib-
uted in a relatively isolated manner based on the data
distribution density, thereby preventing isolated data
points from affecting classification. -en, k-means
clustering is conducted based on various numbers of
clusters to calculate the silhouette coefficients for various
numbers of clusters (the higher the coefficient is, the
better the cluster separation is). -e optimum number of
clusters is selected as the number of road safety risk
classification levels.

4.4.2. Road Traffic Safety Risk Level =reshold Optimization
Algorithm Based on k-Means Clustering. Level thresholds
are calculated based on optimum k-means clustering re-
sults. It is assumed that there is a number of levels r. -e
number of classification level thresholds (r − 1) is calcu-
lated. -e pseudocode of the algorithm (Algorithm 1) is as
follows:

5. Validation Case Study

5.1. Selection of Example Roads. Chongqing, a typical
mountainous city in China, has multiple centers and
cluster-typed urban space. -e clusters in Chongqing are
connected only by expressways and arterial roads. In this
study, the road traffic safety risks of Longteng Avenue
(Road A, approximately 4.4 km long), Hongshi Avenue
(Road B, approximately 2.5 km long), the Inner Ring Ex-
pressway and Airport Expressway (Road C, approximately
27 km long), and Xuefu Avenue (Road D, approximately
4.5 km long) in Chongqing are evaluated, as shown in
Figure 9.

5.2. Data Preprocessing. By the OBD data processing
method, the GPS and driving behavior data for 13,004
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vehicles on Road A, 8,474 vehicles on Section B, 21,080
vehicles on Road C, and 8,486 vehicles on Road D, extracted
from the OBD data, were matched each other.

By the classification standard of road section, the four
road sections were divided into a total of 46 sections, each of
which was 0.2–0.8 km long, as shown in Figure 10.

5.3. Calculation of RTSE Value

5.3.1. Calculation of the Weights of Secondary Indices for the
Road Sections. By the improved entropy weight method, the
weights of aberrant driving behavior frequencies for various
types of road sections were calculated. Table 4 summarizes
the results.

5.3.2. Calculation of the RTSE Values of the Road Sections.
Based on the calculated weights for various types of road
sections, the safety entropy values of the 46 road sections
were calculated using (7) and (8). For example, the eight
sections of road A have safety entropy values of 0.0436,
0.0278, 0.0318, 0.0385, 0.0439, 0.0358, 0.0277, and
0.0204.

5.3.3. Comparative Analysis of RTSE and Number of Traffic
Accidents. -ere are obvious differences in traffic safety
between signal-controlled urban arterial roads and ex-
pressways with and without openings. Twelve road sections
of three types were selected from the example roads. -e
RTSE value of each road section was calculated and then
compared with the number of traffic accidents during one
month. Figure 11 shows the results.

As demonstrated in Figure 11, road safety entropy values
are consistent with the change trend of traffic accidents,
indicating that road safety entropy values can effectively
represent road traffic safety risks.

5.4. Classification of Road Traffic Safety Risk

5.4.1. Determination of the Number of Risk Levels. -e RTSE
values and traffic accident data for 12 sections of signal-
controlled arterial roads, 12 sections of expressways with
openings, and 12 sections of expressways without openings
(a total of 36 road sections) were selected. -ese data were
then subjected to a DBSCAN analysis to remove the data
points distributed in a relatively isolated manner. -e
remaining data points were subsequently subjected to k-
means clustering analysis.

In MATLAB, the numbers of clusters obtained from 2-
(Figure 12), 3-, and 4-means clustering were analyzed.
Additionally, the silhouette coefficients for various
numbers of clusters were calculated. -e silhouette co-
efficients for k of 2, 3, and 4 were found to be 0.44, 0.37,

(1) int r⟵ k-means number of clusters
(2) For int t� 1 to r − 1
(3) int at⟵ Safety entropy value of the center of the tth cluster
(4) int bt⟵ Safety entropy value of the center of the (t+ 1)th cluster
(5) int st⟵ Sum of the data in the tth and (t+ 1)th clusters
(6) int f� 1
(7) For float etf � at to bt
(8) int ctf⟵Volume of data in the tth cluster that is misclassified
(9) int dtf⟵Volume of data in the (t+ 1)th cluster that is misclassified
(10) gtf � 1 − ((ctf+ dtf )/st)//Calculation of accuracy
(11) etf � etf + 0.01
(12) Bt (f, 1: 2)� [etf, gtf]//-e threshold and accuracy are stored in the matrix Bt
(13) f� f+ 1
(14) End for
(15) Ct⟵Generation of the threshold corresponding to the highest accuracy
(16) End for
(17) C� [C1, C2, . . ., Cr − 1]//A number of thresholds (r − 1) is successively stored in the vector C

ALGORITHM 1: Level threshold optimization algorithm (“⟵” represents value assignment).

Airport Expressway

Longteng Avenue

Hongshi Avenue

Xuefu Avenue

Inner Ring
Expressway

N

Figure 9: Example roads.
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and 0.39, respectively. Evidently, 2-means clustering
produced the best results. -us, in this study, the road
traffic safety risks are classified into two levels, namely,
high and low risk.
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Figure 10: Classification of road section.

Table 4: Weights of aberrant driving behavior frequencies.

Road section
types

Rapid acceleration
frequency

Rapid deceleration
frequency

Rapid turning
frequency

Speeding
frequency

High-speed neutral coasting
frequency

I 0.19 0.19 0.16 0.30 0.18
II 0.18 0.23 0.18 0.26 0.21
III 0.16 0.21 0.18 0.33 0.16
IV 0.21 0.11 0.28 0.25 0.18
V 0.20 0.16 0.32 0.12 0.17
VI 0.25 0.14 0.27 0.24 0.14
VII 0.15 0.09 0.20 0.45 0.15
VIII 0.24 0.16 0.34 0.12 0.07
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Figure 11: Comparative analysis of RTSE value and number of
road traffic accidents.
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5.4.2. Calculation of Road Traffic Safety Risk Level Classifi-
cation =reshold. In this part, k-means clustering, fuzzy
clustering, and support vector machine were used to cal-
culate risk classification thresholds and corresponding ac-
curacies, on the basis of the 36 road sections’ data as
described in 4.4.1.

(1) k-Means Clustering. -e RTSE values of all the road
sections in class 1 and class 2 obtained from k-means
clustering were sorted in an ascending order. Figure 13
shows the sorted data.

-e classification accuracies of different RTSE threshold
values for road traffic safety grading were calculated. -e
potential thresholds range from RTSE of clustering center of
class 1 to that of clustering center in class 2. Figure 14 shows
the threshold calculation result.

Evidently, the accuracy is the highest (87.88%) when the
traffic safety risk level classification threshold for the road
sections is 0.042.

(2) Fuzzy Clustering. Fuzzy clustering was conducted to
separate data points of RTSE values and accident numbers
into 2 classes, and the result was presented in Figure 15 and
Table 5.

-e RTSE values of all the road sections in class 1 and 2
obtained from Fuzzy clustering were sorted in an ascending
order, and classification accuracies of different RTSE
threshold values for road traffic safety grading were cal-
culated. -e potential thresholds range from RTSE of
clustering center of class 1 to that of clustering center in
class 2. -e threshold calculation result was shown in
Figure 16.

As the result of fuzzy clustering shows, traffic safety risk
classification accuracy achieves the best (87.88%) when
RTSE threshold is 0.041 or 0.042.

(3) Support Vector Machine. 15 road sections’ RTSE values
and accident numbers were selected for training support
vector machine, and then it was used to classify traffic safety
risk levels of all the road sections into two classes. -e result
shows that when the accuracy reaches the best (87.88%), the
RTSE threshold is 0.041 or 0.042.
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Table 5: Clustering centers of fuzzy clustering.

Class Number of accidents (month) RTSE values
Class 1 3.0 0.039
Class 2 11.6 0.053
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Figure 16: Fuzzy clustering calculation of road traffic safety en-
tropy threshold and accuracy.
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As we can see, classification accuracy achieves the
highest as 87.88% when RTSE threshold is 0.042 for each of
the three methods. -erefore, RTSE threshold is recom-
mended to be 0.042 to identify road traffic safety risk level;
that is to say, the road traffic safety is at a low level if RTSE is
less than 0.042; otherwise, it is of high safety risk if RTSE is
greater than 0.042.

6. Concluding Remarks

In this study, based on OBD vehicle driving behavior data,
the correlation between aberrant driving behaviors and
traffic accidents is analyzed. On this basis, a road traffic
safety risk evaluation index system and an index calculation
method are established based on information entropy the-
ory. Additionally, based on traffic accident data, a road traffic
safety risk estimation method is established through cluster
analysis.

-e validation case study demonstrates that the road
traffic safety condition depicted by the RTSE value exhibits
the same trend as that depicted by the number of traffic
accidents. -e road traffic safety risk prediction method
established based on driving behavior data is able to ef-
fectively and objectively evaluate road traffic safety risk. -e
results derived from this study can effectively support
identification of high road traffic safety risk locations,
prevention, and early warning of traffic accidents. Addi-
tionally, these results can provide decision-making reference
for traffic operation control in the collaborative vehicle-road
environment.

Road traffic safety is affected by a multitude of factors,
including the characteristics of road, driver, weather, and
traffic conditions.-is study is conducted primarily from the
perspectives of driving behaviors and road conditions. As
data continue to accumulate, it is necessary to conduct a
classification study on the road traffic safety risk while
considering more influencing factors.
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